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Abstract With the ever-increasing use of games, game developers are expected
to write efficient code supporting several qualities such as security, maintainability,
and performance. However, lack of time and continuous need to update the features
of games may result in bad practices that may affect the functional and non-
functional requirements of the game. These bad practices are often termed as
Anti-patterns, which can cause technical debt, poor program comprehension, and
can lead to several issues during software maintenance. While there exists empirical
research on games, we are not aware of any work on understanding and cataloguing
anti-patterns in games. Thus, we propose a catalogue of game-specific anti-patterns
by mining commits, pull requests, and issues from 229 popular GitHub game
repositories. We use regular expressions to create an initial dataset of open-source
games and did thematic analysis on text records for cataloguing game-specific
anti-patterns. We applied LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) to validate further
and refine the categories. We present a catalogue of 11 anti-patterns with a total
of 20 subcategories involved in it and provide examples for them. We believe this
catalogue would help game developers in making educated decisions during game
development that can result in enhanced quality of games.
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1 Introduction
Games are expanding their scope across the people of various ages and different
sections of society. In a prediction by Newzoo1, based on 2019 Global Esports
Market Report2, it is expected that their revenues will reach an impressive $1.1
billion in 2019, a year-on-year growth of +26.7%. Thus, the statistics shows that the
game industry is expanding with great pace. However, increasing market demand
for games and their widespread acceptance has posed a new challenge for game
developers to give promising results in less time. This obligation may sometimes
result in the violation of functional and non-functional requirements [Brown et al.
(1998)]. Developers often tend to violate good design choices and coding practices,
and may end up with bad practices or anti-patterns in software. Appleton (1997)
states that “If a pattern represents a ‘best practice’, then an anti-pattern represents
a ‘lesson learned’ ”3. Although they do not affect the functionality of the program
or cause any error, it may lead to long term future problems of maintainability,
security, performance, and so on. Anti-patterns can be identified as the usage of
bad solutions over an effective solution for a specific problem.
Existing literature consists of several research studies in the field of anti-patterns
in software engineering [Palomba et al. (2014); Arnaoudova et al. (2013)]. Brown
et al. (1998) explains that anti-patterns provide a poor solution to the recurring
problems faced by software developers and end-users in the software industry. They
are like misfits to a problem that should be prevented and avoided to lead to a
better solution. However, understanding and analyzing the presence of anti-patterns
in games is still largely unexplored in the literature, motivating the need for our
work. Games need to be considered as a peculiar domain over other software as
it involves physics components, AI simulations, camera movements, the action of
players, game mechanics, particle effects, and so on [Murphy-Hill et al. (2014)].
They deal with real-time constraints and continuous rendering process, and, thus,
the presence of anti-patterns in games may lead to degradation of game quality and
may affect its performance. GitHub has been a reservoir for open-source software
repositories inclusive of games since the last decade [Kalliamvakou et al. (2014)].
Rapidly growing data on GitHub concedes the possibility to extract patterned
information that can be utilized for better development of software in the future.
With the advent of a large amount of data on GitHub, software engineering
researchers hold the advantage of leveraging this plethora of information to gain
meaningful insights. Commits, issues, and pull requests contain the text data
of problems faced by users and developers and how these problems were solved.
Researchers have focused on text data of GitHub to analyze the sentiments of
developers [Guzman et al. (2014)], their primary areas of interest by applying
topic summarization [Sharma et al. (2017)], and similarity between projects [Zhang
et al. (2017)]. In comparison to user feedback and surveys, they provide better and
detailed information about the troubles faced by end-users and how they affect
the usability and performance of a software [Kalliamvakou et al. (2014)]. Thus,
1 https://newzoo.com
2 https://bit.ly/2zqe3L6
3 Based on the definition by Appleton (1997), we use the term bad practice and anti-pattern
interchangeably in the entire paper because bad practices are antonym to “best practices”,
and “best practice” correspond to the desired pattern in software. Thus bad practices can be
referred to as anti-pattern also.
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we considered the large text corpus of commits, issues, and pull requests to find
the existence of anti-patterns as they contain the problems faced by users and
developers during the practical usage of games. We believe that these include the
issues which are closer to users and developers and hails importance.
In this paper, we aimed at creating a catalogue of game-specific anti-patterns. In
a preliminary work, Khanve (2019) has shown that the code-specific bad practices
or code smells in games can be different from those of code smells in other software.
Khanve demonstrated it by manually analyzing the violation of game programming
patterns in eight JavaScript games and concluded that games need to be handled
separately in terms of code smells. Although there are several catalogues gathering
code smells and anti-patterns in different contexts [Cruz and Abreu (2019); Carvalho
et al. (2019)], to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any list of anti-
patterns which holds discussion about games. There hardly exists any study done
on GitHub data such as commits, issues, and pull requests to analyze games so
far. Thus, to examine games from the perspective of GitHub data and to obtain
game-specific anti-patterns, we perform thematic analysis on text data records of
popular open-source game repositories. To verify that the categories we ended up
are suitable enough, we applied LDA to the whole dataset.
We also refined the topics after getting the LDA distribution by finding its
relevance in the domain of games. Summing up all the categories with their proper
refinement, we propose a catalogue of 11 game-specific anti-patterns. We aim to
answer the following research questions in this paper:
Q1: What are the most prevalent anti-patterns in the context of
games?
To answer this question, we apply a systematic methodology and propose a catalogue
of 11 anti-patterns with a total of 20 subcategories. We describe each of the anti-
patterns in detail in Section 5 and document them so that upcoming developers
and game developing organizations can utilize the same to learn and improve their
game development process.
Q2: What are the distribution and occurrences of anti-patterns in
games?
To answer this research question, we try to find the co-occurrences of anti-patterns
from the result of the thematic analysis.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:
– A catalogue of 11 game-specific anti-patterns along with a total of 20 subcat-
egories presented with a detailed discussion of each one. The categories are
present online at :
https://phoebs88.github.io/Catalogue-of-Game-Specific-Anti-Patterns
with the links to occurrences of each category.
– A dataset consisting of 4574 commits, 1192 issues, and 709 pull requests mined
from 229 open-source games from GitHub.
– A novel methodology to obtain a catalogue of anti-patterns using GitHub data.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
literature review of this research work. Section 3 discusses the research motivation
behind this study. Section 4 focuses on the methodology used to obtain the catalogue
in detail. Detailed catalogue of game-specific anti-patterns are discussed in Section
5. We discuss data summary in Section 6. Threats to validity are discussed in
Section 7 followed by conclusion and future work in Section 8.
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2 Related Work
Game development has gained a fair amount of attention from researchers since
the past decade. Although games are a kind of software, nowadays they acquire
distinctive discussion from the research point of view [Murphy-Hill et al. (2014);
Wesley and Barczak (2016)]. Possible reasons for the difference in game development
with that to the traditional software development is in the context of various
performance and real-time factors being involved, such as memory allocation and
deallocation issues, rendering process, and graphical components [Nystrom (2014);
Politowski et al. (2016); Kanode and Haddad (2009)]. As an instance, Murphy-Hill
et al. (2014) conducted a survey study with the game and non-game developers to
find the substantial differences between the two, and found that the video game
developers require a more creative mind, good knowledge of maths, and performance
tuning in comparison to non-game developers. Similarly, Pascarella et al. (2018)
studied 60 open-source projects to differentiate between games and non-games and
analyzed that project organization, developers skills, automated testing, code reuse,
and many other aspects differ in both the domains. In a study on urgent updates
of games on Steam platform, Lin et al. (2017) concluded that those games which
use a frequent update strategy have higher ratio of 0-day updates (updates that
are released on the same day), in comparison to the games that use traditional
update strategy. Further, Lin et al. (2019) performed an empirical study on game
reviews of 6224 games on Steam platform, and found that the game reviews are
different from the mobile app reviews.They emphasized that the amount of time
users play a game before posting their review is a unique characteristic and can
play a major role in future research studies for games.
Considering the importance of the game development process over conventional
software development, researchers made attempts to study the problems in the game
industry. Petrillo et al. (2008) proposed four main categories for issues related to
computer games development by analyzing game postmortems: Schedule Problems,
Budget Problems, Quality Problems, Management Problems, and Business related
problems. In a study, Zagal et al. (2013) introduced three broad categories of dark
design patterns in games: Temporal, Monetary, Social Capital-Based, and described
the dark pattern as “A dark game design pattern is a pattern used intentionally by
a game creator to cause negative experiences for players.”. Yan and Choi (2002)
emphasized the security concerns in games such as cheating practices used by players
by means of exploiting the source code, lack of secrecy, lack of authentication, and
many other factors. Along with the potential ways of cheating in games, they also
suggested the detection strategy and prevention measure for the same. Similarly,
Jacob and Coelho (2011) put forward the problems faced during the location-based
games and categorized the issues as: game-design issues, hardware limitations,
location-related information availability and suitability, players fitness and pace,
and players data protection. They solved these issues by proposing a framework,
named Geo-Wars by including different location-based services remotely.
Along with the game-related problems, researchers also proposed solutions to a
few of these problems. Varvaressos et al. (2017) proposed automated runtime bug
finding for video games based on game loop. They experimented on six real-world
games and tracked their bugs based on the games’ bug database. Researchers
propose various heuristics and measures to analyze the usability and friendly user
interface of games [Korhonen and Koivisto (2006); Johnson and Vlissides (1995);
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Pinelle et al. (2008); Johnson and Wiles (2003)]. In a research work, Graham and
Roberts (2006) discuss the code attributes required to develop quality games and
thus illustrate the architectural desired practices with the help of a game. In a
recent survey of participants of Global Game Jam (GGJ), a 48-hour hackathon,
researchers study the effects of time pressure over the quality of games [Borg et al.
(2019)]. They concluded that GGJ teams rely on an ad hoc approach to develop
and teams share contextual similarities to software startups.
The common factors among all the above studies are about their dataset, based
on which they proposed their research work. They did analysis based on the data
of source code of projects, postmortem reports, survey data, and so on. But, to the
best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any study done to investigate games by
utilizing GitHub data such as commits, pull requests, and issues. GitHub is a vast
source of information that should be considered to gain a better understanding of
problems faced by the end-users during gameplay. There exist a number of empirical
studies on GitHub data to analyze the various fields of software engineering, such
as release engineering [Joshi and Chimalakonda (2019); Al Alam et al. (2017)],
code quality [Ray et al. (2014)], software evolution [Silva et al. (2016)], and so
on. Researchers also studied the emotions of developers on GitHub [Murgia et al.
(2014)], recommender for pull requests [Yu et al. (2014a)], whereabouts of forks in
a GitHub repository [Jiang et al. (2017)], and many more. Several studies analyze
the users’ data on GitHub to extract the patterns of social and technical behavior
[Yu et al. (2014b); Weicheng et al. (2013); Vasilescu et al. (2016)]. But, our work is
unique based on the insights we get from our dataset, which has not been studied
so far in the context of games. Existing literature consists of studies on code quality,
code smells, and anti-patterns in different backgrounds, but in the context of games,
it is overlooked. There are numerous catalogues proposed in the background of
anti-patterns but in different domains such as architecture, energy-efficiency, and
so on. Cruz and Abreu (2019) analyzed energy patterns for mobile applications
and resulted in 22 design patterns related to energy efficiency. Garcia et al. (2009)
propose a catalogue of four architectural smells along with their example and impact
on code quality. Carvalho et al. curated a catalogue of 20 code smells prevalent
in the presentation layer of android apps followed by a detection tool [Carvalho
et al. (2019)]. To improve the quality of aspect-oriented programming, Monteiro
and Fernandes (2006) proposed a list of refactoring methods. Thus, to the extent
of our knowledge, we are not aware of any catalogue, or listings that categorize the
bad practices in open-source games from the perspective of developers/users by
utilizing the GitHub data.
3 Motivation
When an anti-pattern is observed in the source code of software, it is often termed
as a code smell. Researchers emphasized that domain matters in the case of code
smells and anti-patterns [Linares-Va´squez et al. (2014); Guo et al. (2010)]. An
anti-pattern which is prevalent in one domain can be scarce in other domain. Also,
their effect on the software may vary from domain to domain. Thus, it may not be
acceptable to generalize anti-patterns based on anyone criteria such as language,
architecture, energy, and so on. A study conducted on Android apps to check the
performance impacts by refactoring demonstrates considerable improvement in
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code quality [Hecht et al. (2016)]. Similarly, literature shows that studies done on
code smells of spreadsheet formulas [Hermans et al. (2012)] and software product
lines [Ab´ılio et al. (2015)] resulted in a noticeable gain in terms of business processes
and performance, respectively. Thus, we believe, to improve the code quality and
performance of games, anti-patterns or bad practices should be considered in the
case of games as well. Although, researchers studied the psychological and social
[Lee and Peng (2006)], educational [Giessen (2015)] and behavioural [Anderson and
Bushman (2001)] effects of games. But, as far as we know, there exists a handful of
studies in literature, which focuses on the quality perspective of games or discusses
the anti-patterns in them [Johnson and Vlissides (1995); Nystrom (2014); Bjo¨rk
and Holopainen (2006); Grammenos (2008)]. Games are evolving continuously
over the last decades or so, and along with that, its intricacy is also increasing
[Wesley and Barczak (2016)]. This complication can have a severe impact on the
quality of games. Language-specific anti-patterns and detection techniques may
not be sufficient to handle bad practices in games. This motivation strengthens our
research work to propose a catalogue of game-specific anti-patterns. We believe this
catalogue may lay a foundation for further research studies related to anti-patterns
in games.
4 Methodology
Existing literature shows that researchers have used number of techniques to detect
anti-patterns in a dataset such as machine learning based [Maiga et al. (2012)],
rule/heuristic-based [Moha et al. (2009)], metric-based approaches [Chidamber
and Kemerer (1994)], and so on [Sharma and Spinellis (2018)]. Although these
methods are significant enough, there are several shortcomings. For example, a
metric-based approach is best fit for anti-pattern cataloguing where we can apply
certain metrics with their threshold values. However, it lags in providing desired
results in the case of flexible data with large variation. Datasets can be subjective,
and thus metric-based approach may not be efficient. Another example can be of
the rule-based detection method. A rule-based anti-pattern detection is suitable
in the context where the data is clear, precise, and unambiguous, but it lags in
the indeterminate dataset as it may contain anti-patterns in multiple forms which
cannot be captured by rules alone. Thus, considering these factors, we choose to
apply a methodology that can take advantage of multiple approaches. We resort
to combine a few of the existing methods to propose an ensemble of methods for
obtaining game-specific anti-patterns. Hence, we propose a novel methodology
that collects dataset based on regular expression and incorporates both human
understanding as well as machine learning knowledge for categorization. We collect
the dataset from 229 open-source GitHub game repositories of different genres,
such as board game, puzzle, arcade, and so on. We show the methodology in Figure
1, which comprises of three tasks:
– Collection of the dataset in the form of commits, issues, and pull requests, from
popular open-source games mined from GitHub.
– Execution of thematic analysis on the subset of the collected data to obtain
anti-pattern categories.
– Implementation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) over whole dataset for
validation and refinement of categories.
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Fig. 1: Methodology used to obtain catalogue of game-specific anti-patterns
4.1 Dataset Collection
We mined dataset based on the popularity of open-source games on GitHub. Borges
and Valente (2018) state that stargazers count of a GitHub repository represents its
popularity among the developer community. It shows the count of people interested
in a particular open-source project. Thus, considering the stargazers count, we
collected a total of 229 games from a curated list of popular desktop games4 and
mined text data of commits, issues, and pull requests. The GitHub repository4
listing the popular games itself has the stargazers count of approximately 14.2k.
Below we discuss the process in detail.
Table 1: Metadata of 229 games
Features Statistics
Average stargazers count (min, max) 584 (0, 10371)
Average forks count (min, max) 205 (1, 15765)
Open issues (min, max) 49 (0, 1133)
Average size in bytes (min, max) 132031 (14, 4528952)
#genres 15
#programming languages 19
# browser-based games 122
# native games 107
– Collection of Links: We started collecting the list of links of all popular
games. We gathered the links and browsed each game to inspect if it is game
by checking its README as there were non-game repositories and forked
repositories of the original source. Thus, we ended up with a list of URLs
of 229 games. The metadata of the game chosen for the study is shown in
Table 1. There are a total of 15 genres of games spread across 19 programming
4 https://github.com/leereilly/games
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Fig. 2: Distribution of Native Games across various genres
Fig. 3: Distribution of Browser-based Games across various genres
languages. The three major languages in which games chosen were developed,
are JavaScript, C++, and C with 92, 45, and 23 games respectively. The games
present in the study are either browser-based (can be played instantaneously in
the browser with no need for installation) or native, which requires installation.
Figure 2 demonstrates the distribution of native games across various genres.
Similarly, Figure 3 shows the bar chart of browser-based games across different
genres.
– Regular expression based gathering of data: Based on the list of links of
games we had, we made a regular expression based search in commits, issues,
and pull requests to find out the subjects of our potential interests. We searched
for various words that can possibly correspond to anti-patterns in games. The
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Table 2: Rationale behind words chosen for Data Collection
Terms Rationale
performance, efficiency, delay, To trace the records having issues related to
lag performance of games.
usability To seek the problem related to usability.
refactor, code smell, Problem related to bad practices
anti-pattern in code and their refactoring.
bad, issue, bug, defect, flaw, To track the problems which causes
fault, problem some issue during the game play. We made it
general to track any kind of issue in games.
energy, battery, power Problems related to energy efficiency of game.
freeze, crash, hang, glitch To track the issues related to the user interface of game.
control Issues related to the control system of games.
search words along with the rationale for selecting those words are given in
Table 2. We included words such as:
. ∗ ( performance | e f f i c i e n c y | delay | l ag |
u s a b i l i t y | r e f a c t o r | code sme l l | ant i−pattern |
bad | i s s u e | bug | d e f e c t | f law | f a u l t | problem |
energy | batte ry | power | f r e e z e | crash | hang |
g l i t c h | c o n t r o l ) . ∗
We used GitHub API v3 5 and PyGithub6 to mine commits, pull requests, and
issues. For pull requests and issues, GitHub API v3 documentation 7 states that
-“GitHub’s REST API v3 considers every pull request an issue, but not every
issue is a pull request”. For this reason, we identified issues out of get issues
(state=‘all’) function, which returns issues as well as pull requests. Another
function get pulls (state=‘all’) returns a list of all pull requests. We used result
of both functions to segregate issues and pull requests. We merged the text
data of the title, body, and comments of all issues and pull requests to do the
regular expression matching. For commits, we included text records, which are
merged in the default branch of the GitHub repository. So, we mined a total
of 9599 records from 229 games, which consists of 7530 commits, 1319 issues,
and 750 pull requests. We can observe that count of commits is higher than
issues or pull requests. The possible reason for this is the number of commits
in comparison to pull requests and issues are generally more in most of the
repositories. Some of the repositories have no issues or pull requests; still, they
have a lot of commits. For example, Game-off-20138, is popular among the
developer community with 588 forks so far and contains 368 commits but no
issues or pull requests.
– Manual refinement: To validate that the subjects we mined are relevant and
fit our interest, we manually inspected the data collected to separate the false
positives. As an instance of false positive, we got a comment in one of the issues
mined as “We had a rocking day for gameplay balancing. I think it’s pretty
5 https://developer.github.com/v3
6 https://pygithub.readthedocs.io
7 https://developer.github.com/v3/issues
8 https://github.com/redbluegames/game-off-2013
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good for now, let’s create separate issues for any remaining tweaks ”9. We can
observe that the text data does not specify any anti-patterns in games.
We followed two strategies for manual refinement of the records:
1. Examine the matched text data with the regular expression and find its
relevance in the context of games.
2. Analyze the entire thread of the matched record by visiting its GitHub page,
and observing the comments and meaning of the conversation. It can help in
removing the records that do not discuss the problems in games, but something
else which is not consequential enough. For example, we found an issue, where
the developers were considering the updates and contribution to the repository
and not about the problems in game10.
Thus after manual refinement of all records, we end up with 6475 text records
with 4574 commits, 1192 issues, and 709 pull requests.
– Data format: Our dataset contains fields such as username, name of the
game, URL, text (contains commit message, if the record is of the commit,
otherwise contains the body of issues or pull requests), matching text with
regular expressions, and a column named “full content” which contains the
combined text data of head, body, and comments in case of issues or pull
requests. We made the column “full content” to analyze the full-text data
related to any issues and pull requests and get meaningful insights from it.
4.2 Thematic Analysis
We resort to applying thematic analysis [Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (2006)] to
identify anti-patterns in our dataset, made up of issues, commits, and pull requests.
It is a commonly used methodology used by researchers to analyze patterned signif-
icance by utilizing the qualitative analysis. Researchers have used this qualitative
method for successfully categorizing energy patterns [Cruz and Abreu (2019)],
agile challenges [Gregory et al. (2015)], awareness interpretation for collaborative
computer games [Teruel et al. (2016)], and so on. Although our dataset contains
6475 records, we took a subset of the dataset for thematic analysis. We did so as
the study of all the records seemed manually infeasible and tedious task to do.
The subset contains 1421 records of 100 games. We took the subset of the dataset,
which is significant enough and can represent the whole dataset. We made the
subset by combining random games and the games having more stargazers count.
Thus, mathematically subset can be shown as:
Selection Rule
If A = Whole Dataset, then B ⊂A
where, B = 0.5*(top starred games(A))+0.5*(random sample of
remaining dataset after selecting top starred games(A))
– First Half : Half of the subset determined for thematic analysis contains
the top games sorted according to the stargazers count in descending order.
We did this to make sure that we include the games which are most popular
among the developer community [Borges and Valente (2018); Ray et al. (2014)].
9 https://github.com/lostdecade/onslaught_arena/issues/9
10 https://github.com/KeenSoftwareHouse/SpaceEngineers/issues/584
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Also, the games having more stargazers count are generally open-source games
which are not developed by a single developer, but a team of them [Klug and
Bagrow (2016)]. Thus, analyzing these games can contribute a lot to the game
development community and professional game developers. We can understand
the common bad practices made by them and learn to avoid them in the future.
We selected a total of 50 top starred games from the dataset. The metadata of
the half subset is mentioned below:
– Average stargazers count: 2320.9
– Average forks count: 816.46
– 22 games out of 50 are developed in the C++ language.
– Second Half : Another half of the subset belongs to the random sample taken
from the remaining dataset after the selection of top starred games. We did
so to ensure that we also take the randomized sample of the whole dataset.
To confirm that the random sample is statistically significant, we resort to
measuring the confidence level and confidence interval of the selected subset.
The confidence interval represents the range of data that incorporates the true
value of the unknown population parameter. In other words, if we construct
an infinite number of the independent sample using a confidence interval, then
the confidence level will correspond to the proportion of that contains the true
value of the parameter. Therefore, based on stargazers count as a metric, the
confidence level of the selected subset is 95% with a confidence interval in the
range of 70-135 [Kitchenham et al. (2002)]. A confidence interval of 95% states
that if we consider random samples of the same sample size for 100 times, then
95 out of 100 contains the true but unknown mean in the interval of 70-135. A
total of 50 games were selected randomly from the set of 179 games (deducing
top starred 50 games from 229 games). The metadata of random games selected
is mentioned below.
– Average stargazers count: 102.5
– Average forks count: 43.2
– 35 games out of 50 were developed in JavaScript language.
Thus, we can observe that games in the subset has C++ and JavaScript as major
programming languages. In total, two researchers and one volunteer were involved
in the whole process of thematic analysis. We followed the approach of thematic
analysis by implementing below four processes on our subset:
– Data Familiarization: We thoroughly analyzed each record of our dataset
and deeply inspected the text data related to issues, commits, and pull requests.
We observed the title, body, and comments (column “full content”) of all records
and discussed it with co-authors and a fellow volunteer.
– Generating Initial Labels: Based on records of commits, issues, and pull
requests, we started giving initial codes to the dataset. We initialized some
categories such as usability, performance, and many more on an abstract note.
We divide the process into several iterations supported by rigorous discussions
among both the authors and a fellow volunteer.
– Searching and Reviewing themes: After analyzing all the instances of our
dataset, we discuss and review them to find the relevance of the themes in the
context of games. We divided them into subcategories wherever required and
also did merging of themes accordingly. Also, the themes which were very few
and didn’t occur for more than three times, we discarded them.
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– Defining and review themes: In this stage, we made an orderly description
of each anti-pattern and its occurrence. We name each theme as a game-specific
anti-pattern. Section 5 consists of all the themes and sub-themes we define for
game-specific anti-patterns. It also contains the definition of anti-patterns with
the number of occurrences in the 1421 records and their example.
Both the researchers and one volunteer were involved in all the stages of thematic
analysis. There also arose time when the researchers were in disagreement on the
themes, but then we dealt with the situation by analyzing the theme in the context
of games, how the theme can help, and how it can affect the game development
[Shi and Shih (2015)].
In total, 1047 commits, 235 issues, and 139 pull requests were analyzed during
the process of thematic analysis. As a result, we got 11 game-specific anti-patterns
and in total 20 subcategories in them.
4.3 LDA Topic Modelling
To ensure that the categories we defined during thematic analysis were suitable
enough and acceptable, we resort to applying the topic modeling method. It is
a technique to discover the underlying categories within a large corpus of text
data [Salton et al. (1975)]. There are various ways to categorize the text corpus,
among which the popular ones include LSA, pLSA, NMF, and LDA. LSA (Latent
Semantic Analysis) [Landauer et al. (1998)] is the most foundational and basic topic
modeling method and uses the singular value decomposition process of documents
and words. pLSA [Hofmann (2001)] uses probabilistic approach to generate the
data in document-term matrix, and NMF (Non-Negative Matrix Factorization)
[Lee and Seung (2001)] employs linear algebra for topics categorization. LDA
(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) utilizes the Bayesian enhancement of pLSA, that uses
Dirichlet priors for the word-topic and document-topic distributions [Blei et al.
(2003); Steyvers and Griffiths (2007)].
Amongst all the methods, we considered the LDA for topic modeling as it is the
most effective among the above topic modeling techniques and provides accurate
results. LDA can easily generalize to new data in comparison to pLSA that uses
fixed-document probability. Similarly, NMF is more effective in the cases where
topic probabilities remain fixed per document, but it lags in the context of text
data as there are high chances of data variability. LDA adds a Dirichlet prior on
top of the data generating process, which allows the topics and words to vary
themselves. A study done by [Weng et al. (2010)] shows that LDA has proven
to work in a better way in case of tweets. Similarly, there are various empirical
research studies where LDA worked most effectively in comparison to other topic
modeling techniques [Jacobi et al. (2016); Nikolenko et al. (2017)]. Thus, we applied
LDA to our full dataset of 6475 records. We implemented LDA using the following
process:
– We collect the text records of commits, issues, and pull requests from our dataset
and form a data frame by combining all.
– We clean the text data by removing digits, special characters, stop words
followed by it tokenization and lemmatization.
– We form bigrams and trigrams of the words to do phrase modeling.
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– We transformed the data to generate a corpus and dictionary to be given to
LDA model.
Hyperparameter Selection:
The parameters that are tuned before training the machine learning algorithms are
referred to as the model hyperparameters [Blei et al. (2003); Wallach et al. (2009)].
They are tuned to obtain the best possible fit for the training model.
– Alpha (α): The α parameter represents the distribution of topics over documents.
It defines the document-topic density of the model. More α value signifies more
topics in a document, whereas a lower α value shows fewer topics in a document.
– Beta (β): Similar to α parameter, β shows the distribution of words over topics.
It defines the topic-word density of the model. The high value of β shows more
words in topics and vice versa.
– Chunksize: It decides the number of documents processed at a time during
training.
– Passes: It is the number of times a model is trained on the whole text corpus.
Evaluation metrics: We measured LDA model based on a metric of the Coherence
Score, which measures the relative distance among the words in a topic. It shows
the extent of semantic similarity between the words in a topic. We considered the
coherence score based on C v measure [Mimno et al. (2011)]. This coherence measure
is based on an indirect confirmation measure that uses normalized pointwise mutual
information (NPMI) and cosine similarity [Ro¨der et al. (2015)].
We tuned the LDA model by altering the values of hyperparameters to get a
maximized coherence score. We got a coherence score of 0.480295 when the number
of topics was 12 with values of α as 0.31 and β as 0.90999. We considered the
chunksize as 100 and passes equal to 10.
– After training the LDA model, we found that although there is no exact match
amongst the topics of LDA and the categories we defined during thematic
analysis, there was a similarity between the catalogue categories and topics
displayed. We were able to relate the topics with our categories to a greater
extent. The dominant words of 12 topics and their relevance concerning the
manual categorization done by thematic analysis are shown in Table 3.
– We noticed that many topics of LDA were reflecting multiple categories of
catalogue.
– Based on the result of LDA and thematic analysis, we improvised the catalogue
of game-specific anti-patterns by refining and extending the definitions of anti-
patterns proposed. The words displayed in LDA process reflected the broader
categorization of any anti-pattern, and thus it helped in making the definitions
of a anti-pattern more precise and logical.
5 Game-Specific anti-patterns: Catalogue Definition
Here, we list out all the categories of game-specific anti-patterns. We describe each
subcategory with the following: context, problem, solution, and example situation
illustrating the occurrence in the case of games. A detailed discussion on each
category along with the GitHub link of each occurrence is available online at: https:
//phoebs88.github.io/Catalogue-of-Game-Specific-Anti-Patterns. Further,
Table 4 shows examples of each category along with its reference.
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Table 3: LDA results of 229 game records
Topic Dominant words Related categories and their Interpretation
0 “readmemd”, “spelling”, Guidelines and Dependency Anti-patterns (Majority
“unused variable”,“changelog”, of the words in this topic such as “readmemd”,
“gitter”, “dependabot”, “spelling”, “unused variable”, “italian”, and
“italian”, “savegame”, “article” “savegame” are inclined towards Coding Style
sub-theme of Guideline Anti-patterns. The word
“dependabot”(Link) can be related to
Dependency (Libraries/Modules) anti-pattern)
1 “refactor”, “transform”, Design (Wrong Logic), Guidelines, and Depen-
“sand”, “software”, “numlock”, -dency Anti-patterns (The words appearing in this
“sfml”, “evaluation”, topic calls for refactor, transform and evaluation,
“relation”, “imperative” which can be linked to wrong logic of design
“german” anti-pattern. Words such as german, numlock can
be included in guidelines anti-pattern. Further,
“SFML” which stands for Simple and Fast
Multimedia Library can be categorized into
Dependency Anti-pattern.)
2 “weapon”, “drop”, “enemy”, Usability Anti-pattern (Words are more related
“death”, “monster”, “die”, to actions in gameplay, so they may correspond
“attack”, “power”, “spawn”, to game controls and unwanted movements.)
“wall”
3 “gyroscope”, “independently”, Design (Physics) Anti-pattern (Majority of
“pair”, “unprivate”, “fee”, words represent physics components of game)
“backbone”, “refactoring”,
“angular”, “fold”
4 “change”, “game”, “fix”, “add”, Design (Wrong Logic) Anti-pattern (This topic
“make”, “issue”, “work”, “would”, is more focused on fixing, adding, updating
“use”, “also” and changing the existing game.)
5 “compile”, “install”, “license”, Build, Dependency, and Guidelines (License) Anti-
“package”, “build”, “int”, patterns (The words in this topic are more likely to
“directory”, “cmake”, “void” be considered in Build Anti-pattern , but it may
also contains Dependency anti-pattern as it
has words such as “package”, “directory”.)
6 “typo”, “moc”, “newline”, Networking Anti-Pattern (Words such as “signal”,
“condition idx”, “checkpoint”, “checkpoint”, “lookup” are more inclined
“igodot”, “coal”, “signal”, towards the networking issues in games.)
“lookup”, “implicit”
7 “bug”, “fix”, “texture”, User Interface (UI) Anti-pattern (Presence of
“animation”, “music”, “minor”, words inclined towards the UI of game.)
“sector”, “glitch”, “water”,
“reviewable”
8 “boost”, “penalty”, “uefi”, Performance Anti-pattern (“boost”, “uefi”,
“tweet”, “polyfill”, “mruby”, “penalty” are the words which reflects about the
“spaceengineer”, “hedge”, performance upgradation of a game. “UEFI”
“stadium”, “impassable” has additional features than traditional BIOS,
which helps in better performance [Zimmer (2007)].
It contains more address space which lessens
the chance of memory related issues.)
9 “mission”, “prestige”,“pot”, UI and Usability Anti-patterns (It consists
“already define”, “milestone”, of words related to games and game objects. It
“interpretation”, “honestly” also contains abstract words such as “prestige”,
“interpretation”, and “honestly” which could
have been used regarding game usability.)
10 “deprecate”, “specular”, Design Anti-pattern (Words such as “specular”,
“pipe”, “hidemove”, “pipe”, and “vertical” seems to be linked
“continent”, “vertical”, to physics component of game.)
“launchjs loaded”,
“dispose”, “dependabot”
“read property”
11 “notify”, “outfit”, Offline-Support Anti-Pattern
“offlinehtml”, “rudimentary”,
“dropbox”, “layerx”
“offlinemanifest”
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A Dependency
Nowadays, games are often developed using any framework or game engine
that simplifies the task of game developers by providing a set of templates/
modules which prevent them from developing the game from scratch [Lewis
and Jacobson (2002)]. In the context of game, we categorize this dependency
into two sub-themes:
1 Game Engines
These are the anti-patterns that are inherited during the development of
games using game engines.
Context: Games are often developed by utilizing any existing game engine.
But the usage of game engines can sometimes cause the anti-patterns to get
inherited in the game.
Problem: The anti-patterns inherited can affect functional and non-functional
requirements of the game.
Solution: We should be aware of the anti-pattern present in the game
engine and should resolve it before using it for the development of the game.
Game engines should be examined for the existence of any anti-pattern
which can be inherited by the game, and thus should be removed at the
time of development.
Example: Consider a game developed using a game engine say X. If X has
a code smell called dead code inside one of its templates. Now, whenever
that particular template of X is used, it leads to a delay in application.
Also, dead code makes a program construct to consume more energy than
required.
2 Importing external library/module
Games also depend on some existing libraries and modules during their
development.
Context: Sometimes, games are developed based on some existing library/-
module. Thus, as similar to game engines, there is a possibility of the
presence of anti-pattern inherited in game.
Problem: Unwanted inclusion of code smells or anti-patterns from libraries
may end up in bad quality of game.
Solution: Libraries and modules should be checked for anti-patterns and
should be handled to detect and remove them before its use in game devel-
opment.
Example: Consider a board game using a chess library, that is used for
chess piece placement/movement, move generation/validation, and check-
/checkmate/stalemate detection. Thus, if there exists an issue in any one of
the rules of checkmate detection, then it can lead to the wrong detection
for the game, that gets inherited from the chess library.
B Usability
These are the bad practices that cause difficulties in the usability of the game
from a user perspective. We divide them into three subcategories:
1 Unwanted movement of game objects
Objects or icons which are making an unwanted move in games and vice
versa affects the usability of game.
Context: Player moves are one of the important parts of gameplay. Player
movements should be logical, consistent and optimized [Korhonen and
Koivisto (2006)].
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Fig. 4: A scenario of Unwanted moves taken from open-source game, 3D Hartwig
Chess Set . Label [A] shows the unwanted movement of jail pieces.
Problem: If the game does not follow the expected behavior, it causes
hindrance in the usability of the game. It does not cause any violation in
the game rules, but it makes the game clumsy to play.
Solution: Developers should focus on this anti-pattern keenly, as it can
reduce the demand for game in the market.
Example: Consider the case of a board game such as chess, which requires
grabbing and moving the pieces in the game. Thus, the player should not be
allowed to move jail pieces (as shown in Figure 4). Similarly, there should
be a check on moving pieces so that the players do not move the piece,
which is not of his/her color. It avoids unnecessary extra work and needless
confusion for end-users.
2 Game controls
Game control actions involving mouse, keyboard, joystick, and other devices,
should be smooth, and the actions should be optimized as it increases the
usability of the game [Korhonen and Koivisto (2006)].
Context: Game control is an integral part of the gameplay. Having effective,
smooth and minimized movements of various devices increases the usability
of game.
Problem: Rough and faulty game controls can have a negative impact on
usability factor.
Solution: Provide game with minimum mouse scrolls, keyboard buttons,
and other devices. Optimized game actions along with smooth game controls
increase hassle-free gameplay.
Example: In the case of point and click game, there should not be any
action related to the keyboard or any other device, as it causes unnecessary
control movements for the player.
3 Confirmation Box
We also include the issue of users complaining about no confirmation box
before any decision. Absence of confirmation box before any important
decision of game such as restart of the game, jumping to the next level, and
quitting the game, affects the usability of the game.
Context: Players are often required to switch from one scene to another
during the gameplay. The switching of scenes should be according to the
wish of the user.
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Fig. 5: Confirmation Dialog box affects usability of game.
Problem: Unnecessary change of scene without confirmation from the
player causes disinterest and discomfort in user.
Solution: To avoid above situation, there should be a confirmation box
before any important decision in the gameplay.
Example: Sometimes, players hit the wrong button, say exit game. In case
if the game does not have a confirmation box for the same, the game would
end. This kind of scenario leads to the disinterest of players in the game (as
shown in Figure 5).
C Design
Design of game is one of the leading factors which decides the future of the
game. We divide this category into three sub-themes:
1 Invalid moves
Invalid moves lead to a violation of game rules and thus creates confusion
for users.
Context: Games are expected to perform various movements during the
gameplay, but if these moves violate game rules, it causes the flaw in game
design.
Problem: Violation of game rules through invalid moves can destroy the
likeness of the game in player’s mind as it highlights the loopholes in a
game.
Solution: Invalid moves should be strictly limited by the developers by
carefully defining the control-action of the game. There should be precise
Game Description Language which can guide the developer on each step
[Thielscher (2010)].
Example: In a chess game, if the game design allows illegal moves also in
the game, without any objection, then the game may lose its purpose of
play.
2 Physics component
Design decisions which affect the physics component of game are considered
in this subcategory.
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Context: Game physics simulates the real world in games. They bring
realistic behavior in the game which increases the look and feel of the game
[Eberly (2010)].
Problem: Clumsy physics animation may affect the design and usability
of game.
Solution: The game should follow general physics laws, such as gravity,
sound, light, and so on. It adds realism to the gameplay.
Example: If the game design supports a game physics, which delays the
sound after a collision, it may not sound pleasant to the user.
3 Wrong logic
This subcategory belongs to the issues that affect the design of game. It is a
more broad sub-theme which caters to the issues, fixes, and inefficient logic
written by developers in the game.
Context: Game design involves the implementation of many small modules
that results in one big module. These small modules of functionalities should
be implemented properly; otherwise, it can lead to a faulty game.
Problem: Any issue in these lower-level modules, can lead to trouble in
the end game.
Solution: There is no specific solution to this anti-pattern, but the de-
veloper should be attentive during the implementation of game design. It
should be planned and checked for mistakes multiple times.
Example: We found a pull request stating “Prevent division by zero in
mouse acceleration”. Another example can be regarding the wrong unex-
pected increase/ decrease in player’s health during gameplay.
D User Interface
All the commits, issues, and pull requests that discuss the enhancement of user
interface and problems faced by end-users come under this category.
1 UI glitch
It refers to the audio and video issues of the game, which affects the
gameplay.
Context: User Interface is what the player looks over during the gameplay.
It is one of the essential parts of games, which affects the usability of the
game. Interactive UI of the game generates positive effect in the player that
motivates the user to play the game again and again [Johnson and Wiles
(2003)].
Problem: Issues which cause problems in the audio or video of games
affects the UI of game and can lead to demotivation in the player for playing
the game.
Solution: The UI of the game should be checked multiple times for glitches,
as it hampers the usability of the game indirectly.
Example: Consider a sandbox game where the player has to save the lives
of his friends by killing enemies. Thus, the color of both friends and enemies
should be different. As the same color of both may confuse the user.
2 UI design
The design which leads to bad UI of the game are included in this subcate-
gory.
Context: UI is an essential component of game display that can attract or
bore the user.
Problem: Bad UI design can lead to a displeasing display of the game.
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Fig. 6: The screenshot is taken from a pull request of the game 2048 , where a user
talks about more colors for tiles as less colors make game boring. Underlined
sentences highlights the text discussing about the UI Design of game.
Solution: The UI design should be visually pleasing and should follow the
UI heuristics of game [Johnson and Wiles (2003)].
Example: The tile size in the board related games should be of average
size. It should not be too big or too small. Another instance can be shown
in the screenshot (Figure 6) that discusses tiles of more colors in the game
2048.
E Build
Anti-patterns that affect the build of game are included in this category.
1 Platform
Platform dependency is one of the critical and initial aspects before game
execution, which cannot be ignored.
Context: Games come with a set of dependency on how they have to run.
Different platforms and versions are required to execute the game.
Problem: If the platform dependencies are not stated explicitly, it may
cause problems for user.
Solution: All the steps and requirements related to platform dependency
of the game should be properly documented involving lower-level details;
thus the user will not have to struggle on the execution of game.
Example: Consider a game running smoothly on a Windows laptop, but not
on Mac PC. Further, the developers did not provide any information about
the same. Another example can be related to the processor requirement
of games. All the requirements and dependencies should be documented
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Fig. 7: Screenshot taken from one of the issue of game AlienInvansion, where the
user is not able to view the game controls properly on a particular Chrome version
and specific mobile phone.
beforehand so that it does not annoys a user. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of
an issue related to platform dependency of game, where the user faces prob-
lem in viewing the icons and game controls because of platform dependency.
2 Installation
Installation is the step we do after determining the dependency of any game.
Context: Often the installation process of a game takes more time than
expected due to the version problem, error in Makefile, and other reasons.
Problem: Since it is the preliminary requirement for execution of any game,
faulty installation can lead to disinterest of user from the beginning only.
Solution: The installation process should be smooth, user-friendly, and
properly documented. Developers should check for the mistakes in the in-
stallation process in advance, to avoid unnecessary disinterest of end-users.
Example: Build issues related to Makefile of source code can cause instal-
lation problems.
F Performance
Anti-patterns affecting the performance of games are categorized in this theme.
1 Lag/Delay
Poor performance, such as unexpected delay, lag, hindrance in the flow of
the game, and unacceptable game environment, leads to the disinterest of a
player [Dick et al. (2005)].
Context: Often players face difficulty during the game such as game lag
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Fig. 8: Screenshot of a commit done by developer to rectify the memory leak
problem caused by usage of null pointer in game Colobot .
during multiplayer network-based gameplay, delay in an animation of the
game, and so on which causes poor performance of game.
Problem: Poor performance of game affects the usability of the game and
can annoy the user.
Solution: The developer should pay special attention to the factors that
lead to the poor performance of games such as game animation, switching of
scenes, network-based gameplay [Dick et al. (2005)]. Reason of lag/delay can
also be due to insufficient specification of system required for the gameplay.
Example: Consider a high-end game played on a low specification computer.
2 Memory-related
Memory related issues that affect the performance of games are categorized
in this sub-theme.
Context: Games involve different game objects and assets, which consumes
a lot of memory. This memory storage should be used wisely; otherwise it
can cause memory-related issues.
Problem: Memory related problems such as segmentation fault, memory
leak, buffer overflow, and so on, are the consequences which can be observed
if there is any issue involving memory.
Solution: To avoid memory problems, developers should free up the unnec-
essary variables and game objects, and should use the idea of data locality
[Nystrom (2014)]. Developers should use the object pool where memory
can be reused instead of allocating and freeing them every time [Nystrom
(2014)].
Example: Consider an arcade game, where different game objects keep
on appearing and disappearing in the gameplay. These objects need to be
handled carefully in the memory to avoid a memory leak. Figure 8 shows a
screenshot of game where developer amend the code to remove the problem
of memory leak in game.
G Guidelines
There are some guidelines to professional coding style while the development of
a software [Sutter and Alexandrescu (2004); Oman and Cook (1990)]. Thus, we
categorize the violation of these rules in two sub-themes:
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1 Coding Style
Sometimes, developers do not follow the coding style guidelines, which
should be avoided as it not considered good in the long term run of software
development. Especially in the context of games coding guidelines matter,
as game development involves teamwork, and following standard coding
guidelines contributes to maintainable game.
Context: Coding style guidelines make the game future extensible, readable,
and maintainable. It also includes grammatical/spelling mistakes.
Problem: Violation of standard coding guidelines leads to the future prob-
lem of readability and maintainability. Violation of standard coding guide-
lines.
Solution: Keep track of all the rules of coding style rulebook and follow
them.
Example: Macro arguments should always be put into parentheses to avoid
any potential problems from arithmetic in the arguments.
2 License
We include issues related to License of games in this sub-theme.
Context: Although GitHub repositories are open-source, there is a provision
of License for repositories which discusses permissions for code change and
collaborators [Vendome et al. (2015); Mathur et al. (2012)].
Problem: The wrong License leads to confusion in the developers regarding
permissions and privacy policy of games.
Solution: Developers should assign the License to their game before making
it public. This can avoid clashes between developers based on restrictions
and permissions.
Example: Some games contain dual Licenses such as MIT and GPLv3.
Thus, this may create confusion for the developers who want to contribute
to the game.
H Energy-related
Sustainable software development has become one of the key requirement of
current era. We considered the necessity of energy-efficiency in this category.
Context: Any game developed should be sustainable and energy-efficient which
consumes optimized power [Capra et al. (2012)]. Games must be designed in a
way so that it fulfills all the functional and non-functional requirement along
with minimum power usage.
Problem: More power consumption leads to faster power drainage.
Solution:Developers should avoid energy anti-patterns in game [Cruz and
Abreu (2019)], and should utilize the process of sustainable software development
[Amsel et al. (2011)].
Example: Deactivate graphics and animation in games, wherever it is not
needed.
I Offline Support
This category is about the browser-based game.
Context: Many games these days avoid the hassle of downloading the game
and then installing it. They make the game browser-based so that the user can
directly play the game without any prerequisite.
Problem: Sometimes users get disconnected from the internet in the middle
of the game because of which they may lose the game.
Solution: Provide offline support for the game, so that people can save their
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Table 4: Themes and Sub-themes identified during Thematic Analysis
Main Theme Sub-Themes Example Ref
1.
Dependency
Game Engines “Unknown unity sln changes” Link
(n=31)
(n=65) Library/module “Chess.js library returns a location string Link
(n=34) with only a number and causes the player
to be locked with the piece, not letting them
move it at all. This code checks if the string
is the correct length before allowing it
in hideMoves and showMoves to prevent
the error from being thrown,as it runs just
fine so long as that faulty object is excluded.”
2.
Usability
Unwanted moves “Fix automovement toggling on Link
(n=63) “joystick used” flag.”
(n=272) Game Controls “When holding down a key, the keyboard Link
(n=191) buffer fills, causing the associated behavior
to continue afterward for some time.”
Confirmation “Restart game button badly needs Link
box (n=18) a confirmation dialog”
3.
Design
Invalid moves “put everything inside a function also fix Link
(n=65) bug when AI is making invalid move”
(n=267) Physics (n=66) “Physics: use constant delay Link
between collision sounds”
Wrong design “In the starting room, you can fall off screen Link
or logic (n=136) and die if you walk to the very right
of the screen and start walking up the side
of the shelf and then keep going right.”
4.
UI
UI Glitch “Drag tool makes graphic glitchy. When- Link
(n=163) -ever I use the frag tool, I think the game
(n=408) lags and the graphics becomes glitchy.”
UI Design “Added more colors for tiles Link
(n=245) larger than 2048.”
5.
Build
Platform “Hi, I use a Samsung S4 to try the Link
(n=222) game and you can see from the
(n=252) screenshot below that the Unicode
characters for the left button
and the right button are not showed.”
Installation “I had a build issue with Link
(n=30) the current master branch on Mageia’s
build system, from a static tarball
and without Git installed”
6. Performance Performance “ Used short circuiting to get slightly better Link
(n=159) (n=106) performance and cleaned up the loop in
the GetSource function in Sound.cpp”
Memory- “Looking at Chrome’s task manager, Link
related memory for the tab grows by up to 180k
(n=53) per second. This is unacceptable for
an idle/incremental game.”
7.
Guideline
Coding style “Our [coding guidelines] need a new home Link
(n=51) (wiki is retired) and extension. I suggest
(n=65) incorporating them to our Doxygen docs
and adding usage guildelines for C++
features and other techniques/patterns.”
License “Asset licenses? What license(s) Link
(n=14) are the assets for this game under?”
8. Energy Power “game over was executing even Link
(n=7) (n=7) after game over - no need really. lets
save memory power”
9. Offline Support Offline Support “As mentioned in issue #24, having a Link
(n=6) (n=6) cache manifest will enable the
game to work offline, especially
useful for mobile devices.”
10. Security Security “Usernames with spaces fail Link
(n=9) (n=9) to authenticate.”
11. Networking Networking “Fixed issue to that caused server
(n=18) (n=18) to crash when player leaves in Link
connection process.”
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game to the home screen, and play offline.
Example: Consider a browser-based 2048 game; having offline support will
help the users in continuing the game.
J Security Issues
Security is one of the essential factor that needs to be considered in the context
of the game to protect a user’s identity and his/her game achievements. We
include issues related to security in this category.
Context: Security plays an important role in gameplay. It ensures that un-
trusted clients do not intrude into the game. It also ensures that players do not
take unfair advantage in the game by doing wrong practices to win, such as
cheat codes, compromised environment, and so on [Yan and Choi (2002)].
Problem: Untrusted players can become a threat to the security of the game.
Unethical means of achieving the target in gameplay may downgrade the game.
Solution: Developers should ensure that there is a proper channel of authenti-
cation for players that checks for insecure passwords, multiple logins, sniffed
passwords, and so on. Also, developers should follow all the heuristics related
to security issues in games [Yan and Choi (2002)]. They should check for the
loopholes of the game that can compromise the security of the game.
Example: Consider an RPG (Role Playing Game), where the user makes
improper usage of cheat codes to achieve the target.
K Networking Issues
Internet connection is an unavoidable factor in the context of online games
such as multiplayer RPG games. Issues related to networking are categorized
in this theme.
Context: Online games depend on the server for proper connection. Also,
multiplayer online games depend solely on the network.
Problem: Any glitch in the network can result in a bad experience for the
player.
Solution: For networking issues, developers should not only ensure good server
connection, but they should also provide troubleshooting steps required to
resolve the issues so that users can also try from his end for resolving the issue.
Example: Unsuccessful client-server handshake in online games.
6 Data Summary
Here, we discuss the findings and reports obtained by the process of thematic
analysis.
6.1 Distribution of Anti-Patterns
To obtain the distribution of anti-patterns in the context of games, we take the
percentage of the ratio of the number of occurrences of single anti-pattern (Np) to
the total number of occurrences of all anti-patterns (Na).
O(p, a) =
Np
Na
∗ 100
Figure 9 shows the distribution of anti-patterns we obtained by thematic analysis.
As we can observe that UI anti-patterns are the most commonly occurring patterns
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with O(p, a) = 26.11% as developers often face difficulty in issues related to the
user interface. Following this, comes Usability anti-patterns with O(p, a) = 17.93%
as users face usability issues related to controls, moves and decisions. Design
anti-patterns are third most commonly occurring with O(p, a) = 16.75%, which
emphasizes that game developers often miss important design decisions that affect
the functional and non-functional requirements of the game. Other anti-patterns
with their O(p, a) are listed in Figure 9.
Fig. 9: Distribution of anti-patterns in games
6.2 Co-occurrences of Anti-Patterns
We tend to analyze the co-occurrences of anti-patterns we observed during the
thematic analysis. Figure 10 shows the co-occurrence of 11 categories among all the
anti-patterns we obtained in games. As shown in the figure, the thicker the edge
among two categories, the more frequent are their occurrence. Thus, we can observe
that UI and Usability are most prevalent patterns occurring together with 16 oc-
currences followed by UI and Design with 15 occurrence. The co-occurrence matrix
showing the common instance of categories and subcategories is available online at:
https://phoebs88.github.io/Catalogue-of-Game-Specific-Anti-Patterns
Similarly, Figure 11 shows a more detailed picture of anti-patterns with sub-
categories involved in it. As depicted in picture UI Glitch and Game Controls are
the most prevalent pair of anti-pattern with co-occurrence of 7. Following this we
see, we got four pairs of UI Design and Game Controls, Lag/Delay and UI Design,
Wrong Design and UI Design, UI Design and Platform with 6 co-occurrences.
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Fig. 10: Co-occurrences of categories of anti-patterns in games. The anti-patterns
in diagram are listed as [A]: Dependency, [B]: Usability, [C]: Design, [D]: User
Interface, [E]: Build, [F]: Performance, [G]: Guidelines, [H]: Energy, [I]:
Offline-Support, [J]: Security, [K]: Networking
6.3 Significance of Catalogue
The catalogue proposed in this paper caters to 11 anti-patterns in games. It can
help game developers in developing a game that is more proficient in functional
and non-functional requirements such as usability, maintainability, security, and
so on. Although the patterns we discussed are already there in the literature, we
present this catalogue with the intention of aggregating all anti-patterns at one
place with the addition of few new anti-patterns which were unnoticed in the case
of games.
Anti-patterns such as Confirmation Box seems to be simple, but if avoided, can
affect the usability of the game a lot. Similarly, Offline Support is the functionality
that should be considered by developers in the case of browser-based games for
better acceptance across players’ community. Further, anti-patterns related to
Dependency should be examined thoroughly to avoid unexpected technical debt
in the game. However, these are the anti-patterns for which there is no empirical
evidence, and the cost associated with these anti-patterns cannot be evaluated
now. Issues related to Memory are obvious but are less practiced by developers
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Fig. 11: Co-occurrence of subcategories of anti-patterns in games.The
subcategories of anti-patterns in diagram are listed as [A1]: Game Engines, [A2]:
Library/Module, [B1]: Unwanted moves, [B2]: Game Control, [B3]: Confirmation
Box, [C1]: Invalid moves, [C2]: Physics Component, [C3]: Wrong logic, [D1]: UI
Glitch, [D2]: UI Design, [E1]: Platform, [E2]: Installation, [F1]: Lag/Delay, [F2]:
Memory-related, [G1]: Coding Style, [G2]: License, [H]: Energy, [I]:
Offline-Support, [J]: Security, [K]: Networking
and should be considered closely by developers. Moreover, few anti-patterns are
more evident but are generally avoided by open-source developers such as Build,
Guidelines, Security, and Networking. While we understand that these are a few
broad categories in our catalogue, we kept it wide to include them in catalogue as
they are already discussed in detail in the literature.
We believe that this catalogue can be used as a guide for game developers to
avoid the listed anti-patterns while game development. Although this catalogue
can be useful for all game developers, but it could be more beneficial for open-
source game developers as they lack guidance about the practices they should
avoid during the development of the game. Whereas, the paid and commercial
games have development teams to focus on different modules of game development.
Yet, we feel, economical and paid game developers can also benefit themselves by
following the catalogue of anti-patterns and avoiding the mistakes by carefully
taking appropriate action. Thus, researchers and developers can reach out to
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catalogue to gain information about anti-patterns in the game. They can find
existing examples related to anti-patterns and utilize the solution to remove them.
It can motivate researchers for further studies in the field of games.
7 Threats to validity
Here, we discuss the potential threats to our research study, and how far we can
generalize the catalogue.
7.1 Internal Validity
We did regular expression based search to find the issues, commits, and pull requests
that may contain anti-patterns. Although it covers the majority of the text data,
however, there is the possibility of missing some relevant text data. We considered
the English language primarily, assuming it is the most commonly spoken language
among developer communities. Also, while manual filtering, we tried our best to
delete all cases of false positives; however, the possibility of having a few more false
positives in our dataset cannot be denied.
We mined the dataset from GitHub, believing that it is the best open-source
platform for developer communities; still, it may be the case that we did not cover
all kinds of anti-patterns. Likewise, we chose commits, issues, and pull requests
from GitHub to analyze the commonly occurring anti-patterns faced by end-
users and developers. Nonetheless, there is a possibility that other methodologies
could have resulted in different anti-patterns. Moreover, we considered the default
branch of repositories while dataset mining as other branches are not validated
by the development team, and we are not confident about their quality. Thus, the
discussions made in other branches of projects are not considered in the scope of
this study.
To the best of our efforts, we obtain the catalogue by in-depth analysis and
believe that it is factual. But, since it involved manual interpretation also, it can
be inaccurate and incomplete. Also, we have done thematic analysis on a subset of
our dataset on 1421 records. Thus, there is a possibility that considering a more
extensive dataset would result in some more categories.
7.2 External Validity
We considered popular desktop games (native and browser-based) in our dataset.
We focused on widely used open-source games for study. However, commercial
and paid games may have different anti-patterns than the one we got. We tried to
cover different genres in various languages for open-source games, but there is a
possibility of getting more anti-patterns with the increased dataset having more
variation. We primarily analyzed desktop games for this study. There is a wide
scope of inclusion of games from other platforms as well, such as Android, iOS,
Windows, etc.
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7.3 Construct Validity
The primary construct validity concerns of the current research include the validity
of topic modeling done using LDA, which may not represent the entire game dataset
as well as the themes that we arrived at during the thematic analysis. We tried to
mitigate these concerns by creating the catalogue using an ensemble of methods
of regular expressions, LDA, and thematic analysis and tried to come up with a
consistent set of categories of anti-patterns.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a catalogue of 11 anti-patterns with a total of 20 sub-themes in the
context of games. We made our dataset by mining commits, issues, and pull requests
from popular open-source desktop games available on GitHub. We considered the
text data of the repositories to analyze the problems faced by game developers/end-
users. We followed the process of thematic analysis as well as topic modeling to
solidify the categories we ended on. We segregated a subset of the dataset to
perform thematic analysis. We discussed all the categories and the subcategories
among each one of them. Among all, we found the most frequent anti-pattern is UI
followed by Usability anti-pattern, which shows that most of the developers and
users face difficulty during the gameplay that affects usability of games. To the
extent of our knowledge, this is the foundational and first catalogue proposed in
the context of games based on the dataset of commits, issues, and pull requests
of GitHub open-source repositories. Since the catalogue proposed is prevailing
in the context of games, it can help game developers make informed decisions
inconsiderate of platform dependency.
We plan to extend this research work by reverse-engineering the patterns to
code level and propose corresponding game-specific code smells to each of the
anti-patterns. We also plan to develop an automated way to detect anti-patterns of
the game by the support of the tool. We further plan to revisit this study using a
dataset containing the source code of games. Also, we wish to extend the catalogue
to a broader scope by including games of different genres, such as Android, iOS, and
many more. Further, to measure the magnitude of this catalogue work, we intend
to conduct an empirical study to analyze the benefits gained by game developers.
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